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Session Eight: Symbols and Traditions for Pascha 

In addition to the services that walk us through the Resurrection, over time, Orthodox Christians have 

included many symbols and traditions to remember this holiest of all days. Let’s take a look at a few, and 

you will have a chance to share your own! 

The Easter Candle 

Instead of blowing out your candle after the procession 

or after the services, many people try to keep the light 

from the candle going as long as possible. During the 

Paschal Matins we sing, “Now all things are filled with 

light…” Some families bring a small lantern so that they 

can protect the flame (and get it home safely in their 

car!). Once it is safely at home, some families make the 

sign of the cross on the ceiling in front each doorway, asking God to protect everyone and everything 

that comes into their home. Another nice tradition is keeping the candle lit or relighting it each evening 

and singing, “Christ is Risen!” as the family sits down to dinner together. 

 

Eggs! 

There are many traditions and symbols connected to eggs. 

First, if a person has been keeping a strict fast, they won’t 

have had eggs in many weeks. So they “break” the fast with 

something delicious! Eggs are also a symbol of new life 

because baby chicks are born out of them.  

At the end of the Pascha services, the priest usually passes out 

eggs that have been dyed red. One story behind the red egg 

takes place soon after the Resurrection. Mary Magdelene was 

visiting the head of the Roman Empire- Emperor Tiberius 

Caesar.  As she was telling the Emperor and the other guests 

about Jesus’s Resurrection, he laughed at her and said there’s 

no way that that could have happened. He joked that it was 

just as likely that the egg she was holding in her hands could 

turn red, and immediately it did! 

Another tradition connected to eggs are the beautiful hand 

decorated pysanky that are a Ukrainian cultural tradition. For centuries, farmers buried an egg in their 

field, hoping to have good crops in the coming year. People also buried the eggs in the grave with their 

loved ones who had passed away, hoping that just like baby chicks break through their egg, that the soul 

of their loved one would be freed after their death. Christ’s resurrection means that we can all break 

from our shells and our souls can go to heaven.  
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Easter Baskets 

Every family includes a unique combinations of items in their basket, but many include at least some of 

these traditional foods. Take a look at the diagram on the next page to learn more about what each food 

symbolizes (note some families may also have different names for different foods).  

 

 

 

 


